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60. Unions o Strongly Paracompact Spaces

By Yoshikazu YAsuI
Department of Mathematics, Osaka Gakugei University

(Comm. by Kinjir5 KuNu(I, M.Z.A., April 12, 1967)

As is known, a space that is a union of two closed strongly
paracompact subspaces need not be strongly paracompact (see 7).
In our previous note (8; Theorem 2), we have proved the follow-
ing theorem"

Let X be a regular Tl-space with a locally finite and star
countable closed covering {F, e A} such that Fr(F.) has the locally
LindelYf property and F. is strongly paracompact for any v e A,
then X is itself strongly paracompact.

The main purpose of this note is to omit the hypothesis of the
star countability from the above theorem. As the terminologies
and notations in this note, refer to our previous note 8.

1. The main theorem. In this section, we shall give the
proof of the following theorem:

Theorem 1. Let ’-{F.’IoeA} be a locally finite closed
covering of a regular T-space X such that Fr(F’,)1) has the locally
LindelYf property for any e A. Then a necessary and su2cient
condition that X be strongly paracompact is that F’. is strongly
paracompact for any e A.

Proof. The necessity is obvious and so we shall prove the
sufficiency. It is obvious that X is paracompact (2; Theorem 1).
Now let A be well ordered and F0=F, F,=F’.-(J F’ for each

a>0 and Q= (J (F,F). Then, similarly as the proof of (8;

Theorem 1), we can show that ={F.IeA} is a locally finite
closed covering of X and Q is paracompact closed subspace with
the locally LindelSf property (see 8; Lemma 1 and Lemma 2).
Therefore we can get the discrete covering (-{GI2 e A} of Q
such that G has the Lindelif property for any 2eA by (4J;
Lemma 2.5).

In order to show the strong paracompactness of X, let it9 be
an arbitrary open covering of X, and then we shall show that it5
has a star countable open covering of X as a refinement. At first,
by the facts that ( is a discrete collection in the closed subspace
Q and is locally finite, there exists a locally finite open covering

1) Fr(F) will denote the boundary of F in X, i.e. Fr(F)=F(X-F).
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1I of X as a star refinement of such that each member of 1I
intersects at most one element of f5 and intersects only finitely
many elements of (see 6; Theorem 2).

Next, let II,=IlAF, for each a e A, and so 1I has a star
finite open covering of F as a refinement by the strong para-
compactness of F for each a e A. From the LindelSf property of
F rG, we can get a countable subcollection 3 of 3 such that

is a covering of F R G, where we may assume that each mem-
ber of intersects F,,RG and so {3 ]} is mutually disjoint for
each a e A.

Still more, for each 2, let

=1 /()-l,2,...for]-l, .,n;{al,..-,,}:finitesubsetofA
and

a:{Int(Y)S’l V e }.
Then is a covering of (see 8; Proof of Theorem 1), and
furthemore we shall show the star countability of and hence
of .

For this puse, let a0 be any element of A and V0 be any
member of 0, and then it is sufficient to prove that V0 inter-
sects at most only countably many elements of . Since is
a refinement of for any a e A, V0 intersects only finitely many
elements of {F e A} and denote all of such indices by {a,, .-., a}.
Then, for the countability of for i-1, n, *’ intersects

only countably many elements of {F} and hence denote all of such

indices b7 ,, --.. hereore - i ti, 2, Cot j-, -, ; (,,, ..., ,,: niCe sebse o ,
is eoenble nd i is esil seen h 0 inerseeCs mos on17
elemenCs o ’. his e shos Che sr eoenbili7 o
hence o or eeh A.

s17 lee

and

Then we shall show that this collection (o is a star countable open
covering of X and a refinement of .

2) Let be a collection of subsets of X and, Y be a subset of X, then
AF will denote the collection {A 13 Y Ae I}.

3) Int(V) will denote the interior of V in X.
4) For the collection of subsets of X, * will denote the set U {A!Ae}.
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(1) is an open covering of X and a refinement of
This is quite similarly proved as our previous note (8; Proof of
Theorem 1).

( 2 is s$ar countable.
(2.1) Let ao be an arbitrary element of A and V-Q be an

arbitrary element of o, where V eo- o, and then we shall
show that V-Q intersects only countably many elements of

(2.1.1) - for any ao. This is obvious, by the
definitions of { e A} and Q.

(2.1.2) All the indices {2 2 e A} such that (V-Q) ()*

() . and (.) . SinceV-QInt(F.o) -{y[ y U F.},
=1 aa

we have ao e {, -.., } and (V-Q) (.o), and so V (o)

On the other hand, V, Vo(-o) e.o. and fuheore . is star
finite, and hence V intersects only finitely many elements of

If we denote them by V"o,---, Vo, where V"o e. for each
i- 1,..., m, then we have 2 e {2,,--.,2} by the mutual disjointed-
ness of {. ]2 e A}.

(2.1.3) V-Q intersects only countably many elements of
for any 2. In fact, since . intersects only countably many ele-
ments of {F.q e A} (we denote them by {B,, B, ---}), ao e {a, ...,
and z
= ,(.), so we have {1, -, .}{B,, B, --.}. This means:

’" whereIf (V-Q) Vo , then Vo e

z,...; ...,
’= finite subse o {, ,...}

hereore V-Q interseets only eountably many elements o from
the eountabiliy o ".

(.1.4) s sta eontbe. his is obvious by he star eoun-
tabiliy o

From he assertions (.1.1), (.1.), (.1.8), and (.1.4), we can
get

(2.2) Le a0 be an arbitrary index o A and Vo= U -p0 be any
=0

l(aj)

element of o (where Ve#0 for j =0, 1, n), and then we
shall show that Vo intersects only countably many elements of
For this purse, it is sufficient to show that Voo e oo intersects
only countably many elements of .

(2.2.1) o is star countable. This is already shown.
(2.2.2) All the indices {2’ 2’2o} that Voo intersects , is

countable. This is evident by the mutual disjointedness of
and we denote their indices by {2, 2, ..-}.
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(2.2.3) If22o ana /3=/=o, then V"oo V- for any Ve.
Suppose x e V"00 V, then x e F, F Q- G and so x e G, for

some ’ e A. 0n the other hand, since V"00 e ., hence V"o0 G
and so we have ’=o by x e V"ooG. Similarly we have

2’- 2. This contradicts to 220.
(2.2.4) V"oo intersects only countably many elements of ,

for any 2’o. Suppose V- {V) e ,.} e, and V V"
Then we have ’- for some io, and ao e {B1,-", B} from (2.2.2)
and (2.2.3). Since {-o i- 1 2, ---} is countable, U -0 intersects

only countably many elements of {F,[a e A} and we denote them
by {Fr, F, .-.}.

Furthermore, by the definition of o, we have zo() .
his means that if V0, V; , then ’e {, 2,, .--} and

g=l

Be{7l-l,,-"} for i-1,.--,m. herefore, if g,,
and Vg e ,, then V e U{r i,- 1, , }-"". Prom the
countability of ’"’,, we ean get the assertion (.A).

(..g) Let be any element of A-{,} and V- be any
member of where Ve-U and then (V-) Vo"-.
This is obvious from the facts that VF and goo e Fo.

(2.2.6) Voo intersects only countably many elements of
This is obvious from the star finiteness of ,.

Therefore we can see that V"oo intersects only countably many
elements of U (resp. ,) from the assertions (2.2.1) and (2.2.4)
(resp. (2.2.5) and (2.2.6)), and hence we get the assertion (2.2).

From (1) and (2), has a star countable on covering of
a regular Tl-space X as a refinement and so, X is strongly para-
compact by Yu. M. Smirnov (5; Theorem 1). This completes the
proof of Theorem 1.

Remark 1. Theorem 1 is a generalization of (1; Theorem 2),
([7; Prosition 5) and (8; Theorem 1, Theorem 2 and Theorem 3).

In Theorem 1, we cannot omit the local finiteness of {F[a} or
the local LindelSf prorty of Fr(F).

2. Applications. In this section, by use of Theorem 1, we
get some propositions concerning the strong paracompactness of the
spaces with some kinds of on coverings.

Theorem 2. Let { U, q e A} be a locally finite open covering of
a normal T-space X such that U, is strongly paracompact for
any e A. If X has the locally Lindelgf property at Fr( U,)
(see 8), then X is strongly paracompact.

Proof. By the normality of X and the local finiteness of
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{Ule A}, there exists an open covering {Vle A} of X such
that VU for any eA. Since X has the locally LindelSf
property at (J Fr(U), there exists an open neighborhood V(x)of

with the LindelSf closure such that V() V-(R) for each
x e Fr(U.).

Now, let H.-U.- [J V(x) for each q e A, then H. is closed
xFr(Ua)

in X and V.H. U.. Therefore there exists an open set G. such
that H. G.G. U.. Then it is easily seen that Fr(G.) U V(x)

xFr{Ua)
for any q, and so Fr(G.) has the locally LindelSf property for any
qeA.

Thus we can get the locally finite closed covering {G. ] e A}
of X such that G. is strongly paracompact and Fr(G.) has the
locally Lindelijf property for any e A. Consequently X is strongly
paracompact by Theorem 1.

Theorem 3. Let {U.} be a locally finite open covering of a
regular Tl-space X such that U. is strongly paracompact for any

and Fr(U.)has the Lindelgf property. If X has the locally
LindelYf property at [J Fr(U.), then X is strongly paracompact.

Proof. By A. 0kuyama ([3; Theorem 1), X is normal, and
hence X is strongly paracompact by Theorem 2.

Theorem 4. Let {G. e A} be a locally finite open covering
of a normal Tl-Space X and there exists an open set H. such that
Fr(G.) H. H. for each e A and [J (G. H.) X. If Fr(H.)
has the locally Lindel5f property and G. is strongly paracompact
for any e A, then X is strongly paracompact.

Proof. For each aeA, let F.-G.-H., then {F. laeA} is a
locally finite closed covering of X. Furthermore, it is easily seen
that F. G. and Fr(F.) Fr(H.) for any a e A. Therefore, since
{F.} clearly satisfies the hypotheses in Theorem 1, this completes
the proof.

Remark 2. Theorem 2 is a generalization in our previous note
([8; Theorem 4) and, Theorem 3 is a generalization of ([1;
Theorem 5) from the point of view of obtaining only the strong
paracompactness of a space.

In Theorem 4, we assumed the normality of X instead of
regularity of X, but we can omit or weaken some conditions in
A. Okuyama’s Theorem ([3J; Theorem 2).
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